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Dedicated to Carlos Vilhena on the occasion of his 90th birthday

Abstract. We characterize almost compact and almost realcompact spaces in terms
of their situation in the product (J, u)c. In the characterization of almost compactness J is the two point set or the unit interval; in the characterization of almost
realcompactness J is the set of nonnegative integers or the nonnegative reals, u is the
upper topology on the real line restricted to J.

1. Introduction. Amongst the most beautiful representation theorems for topological spaces are the characterization of compact Hausdorff spaces as closed subspaces
of products of copies of the unit interval [0,1] (with its usual topology) and the
characterization of realcompact spaces as closed subspaces of products of copies of
the real line R also endowed with its usual topology (see [3]). In [2], Frolik and Liu
gave an interesting characterization of almost compact and almost realcompact
spaces as maximal £2 subspaces of their closure in the canonical product of copies of
the nonnegative reals with the upper topology U{Rf \f E C+(X)}.
The present paper tries to clarify the role of the maximal £2 condition and the
extent to which almost compact and almost realcompact spaces can be regarded as
"closed" subspaces of the canonical product of a standard object, but where
"closure" is not necessarily the closure in the usual product topology.

There is an interesting variation on this theme which arises from changing the
standard object. In this direction Kate Halpin [4] has obtained the same characterizations as Z. Frolik and C. T. Liu, the standard spaces [0,1] and R+ being replaced
by the two point space {0,1} and the nonnegative

integers. Throughout

this paper

we shall present our proofs in a way that unifies these two situations.
In a sense, this paper is a discussion of almost compact and almost realcompact
spaces from the viewpoint of [12].
2. The canonical product. Let / C R be either the two point set D = {0, 1} or the
unit interval / = [0,1]. There are three topologies on R and / that are important in
our discussion: the upper topology u with basic open sets of the form (-oo, x); the
lower topology / with basic open sets (x, + oo) and the usual topology u V /. We
shall represent the set of all continuous functions on a topological space (X, T) to
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(J, u) by C and the corresponding product map from X to Jc by e. The three
topologies on J give rise to three topologies on the product Jc which we shall

represent as (/, u)c = Fj(/, u)f=(\\Jf,ï[u);
(J, if = (JUII/) and (/, «V/)c =
(tlAiKu V /)) = (LIA,II« V n/). We denote by (/, u, I) the bitopological space J
equipped with the two topologies u and /, and the resulting bitopological product

spaceby (A u, if = iJc,ïlu,ul).
We refer to [6,9 and 11] for the theory of bitopological spaces that is needed.
3. Some properties of the embedding e: X -» Jc.
Lemma 1. Let a be in the II(« V l)-closure e[X] in the product (A u, if.

Let

h: iJ, u) -> iJ, u). For any f in C, h ° /is in C and ah 0¡ < hia¡).
Proof. Suppose there is ß such that A(oy) < ß < ah „ ¡. By continuity of h and mf,
there is a II«-neighbourhood F of a such that m¡ maps V into h~[0,ß). Also,
W = ITVo/(>3,1] is a II/-neighbourhood of a. By our assumption on a, there is x
such that e(x) is in both V and W. This is impossible since e(x) in V implies

hi f(x)) < ß and e(jc) in W implies //(/(*)) > jS.
Lemma 2. Let a be in the II(w V l)-closure ofe[X] in the product (/, u, if. If fand
g are in C, then so arefV g, f A g and, moreover,

0)

«/vg = a/vV

00

a/Ag = «/A«Ä.

(hi)

a, = 1,

(iv)

a0 = 0.

Proof. It is clear that the constant function 1, the constant function 0 and/V g,
/ A g are all in C. Properties (i) to (iv) follow from the fact that a is in the
II(m V /)-closure of e[ X] and that (/, u V if is a T2 space in which
syV|»e

= ^0eVir!o«,

itf ^g°

e = iTf° e /\ir

° e,

w, ° e = 1,

w0 ° e = 0.

Proposition
1. Le/ a be in the II(m V l)-closure of e[X] in the product iJ,u,lf.
Let P be a Uu-neighbourhood of a. Then there is a (0, l}-valued continuous function

g: (X,T) ^iJ,u)
(i) ag = 0,

such that

Hi) g-[0] E e-[P].
Proof. A basic neighbourhood of a within P is a finite intersection of sets of the

form n^ [0, y,), 1 < / < «, where 0 < af < y¡. Fix /' and let h —0 on [0, y,) and
h = 1 on [y,, 1]. Then h: (/, u) -» (7, u). Put g, = h ° f. By Lemma 1, we have
0 < ag < hiaf) = 0, so that ag = 0. If we let g = sup{g,,.. .,g„), then g is in C
and ag = ag¡ V • ■■Vag< = 0, by Lemma 2. Also, g(x) = 0 implies g,(x) = 0 which
gives fix)

< y,, so that eix) E P, as required.

Corollary.
The sets wg [0], where g: iX,T) -> (7, u) is {0,1}-valued and etg = 0
form a basic system of neighbourhoods for points a in the ll(w V l)-closure of e[ X].
The dual result also holds.
Before proving a dual result we first state a useful remark.
Remark. If a is in the Il(t/ V /)-closure of e[X] in (7, w, /)c and/: (X,T)-*(J,

is {0, l}-valued, then af — 0 or a, = 1.

u)
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Proposition
2. Let a be in the II(m V l)-closure of e[X] in the product (/, u, if
and let Q be a Yil-neighbourhood of a. There is a (0,1)-valued map g: iX, T) -» (7, u)

such that
(i) ag = 1,

iii)g-[l]Ee-[Q].
Proof. A basic II/-neighbourhood of a contained in Q is a finite intersection of
sets of the forms irT(y¡, 1], 1 < i < n, where /: (X, T) -» (J, u) and y/ < y, < af¡.

Fix / and let h = 0 on [0, y,) and h = 1 on [y¡, 1]. Then h is {0, l}-valued and
h: (X, T) -* (J, u). Put g,.= h ° /, so that g,: (A",T) -» (J, h) and is {0, l}-valued.
Thus ag. = 0 or 1. Suppose ag. = 0, then IF= 77¡"[0]fi jj£(y., 1] is a II(h V /)neighbourhood of a so there is x such that e(x) is in W, hence g,(x) = 0 and
fix) > y, (*). Now g¡ix) — hi fix)) = 0 implies fix) < y,, which contradicts (*).
Thus ag = 1 for /' = 1,2,...,«. Let g = min{g,,.. .,g„), then g is in C by Lemma 2
and a = 1. To prove (ii) let x be such that gix) — 1. For each /', we have g,(x) = 1,

by definition of g. Hence hi fix)) = 1, so thaty, </(x)
for / = l,...,n.

< 1. But then y/ </(*)

< 1,

Hence e(x) is in Q.

4. Open ultrafillers on X and the canonical product. Let A' be a topological space.
Following [5] the set 6X of all open ultrafilters on X can be given a topology whose
basic open sets are of the form G* which consists of all open ultrafilters which

contain the open set G. Note that (G, U G2)* = <?f U Gf and (G, n G2)* = G*
n G*. Denote this topology on 6X by T*. iOX, T*) is a zero-dimensional compact T2
space [5]. The absolute uX of a space X was defined by V. I. Ponomarev and is the
subspace of OX consisting of all open ultrafilters which include the neighbourhood
filter of some point. The subspace of OX consisting of all open ultrafilters which do
not converge will be denoted by <¡>X.
We now describe OX, uX and (¡>Xas subspaces of the canonical product (/, uf.

4.1 The characterization of OX.
Definition
1 [13]. Let iX, P, Q) be a bitopological space and A a subset of X.
Let y*iA) consist of all points a in A"such that:
(i) a is in the P-closure of A.
(ii) For every ^-neighbourhood Q of a, there is a ^-neighbourhood P of a such

that PDA EQdA.Ais

y*-closed if y*[A] E A.

Note, (i) and (ii) imply that a is in the P V g-closure of A.
The reader is invited to find y*iA) for subsets A of simple bitopological spaces

such as (/, u, I), iJ X J, u X u, I X /), (7 X J, u X /, / X u).
Proposition
3. Let f: iX,T) ^ iJ,u) be a continuous map and § an open
ultraf liter on X. Then {f[G]\G E%] converges in the u V l-topology for J.

Proof.

Because J is order complete, there are numbers a, ß such that ß =

inî{sup f[G]\ G E§),

a = sup{inîf[G]\G

ES).

Clearly a «=ß. We show that

a < ß is not possible from which it follows that a = ß and, consequently, that
{f[G] | G G S} converges to a in the usual topology for J. Suppose a < y < ß for
some y in R. Let Gx —f" [0, y). If Gx is in S, then sup/[C7|] < y, contradicting our
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choice of ß. If G i is not in §, there is G2 in § which is disjoint from Gx. But then,
inf f[G2] > y, contradicting our choice of a.
Notes. (1) Two special cases of the above proposition have been considered for
bounded functions/—the case J = (R+ , u) in [2] and the case (N+ , u) in [4]. The
above proof is different and proves both these results at once.
(2) Denote the filter {/[G] | G G S} by/*[§] and the point to which it converges
(in the usual topology for /) by s-hmi f *[§]).
Proposition
4. Let § be an open ultrafilter on X. Let a be the point in Jc given by
a, — s-hm /*[(?]. Then a is in y*[e[X\] in the product (/, u, If.

Proof. (1) We first show that a is in the IK« V /)-closure of e[X] in Jc. Suppose
c < a¡ < d. By definition of af, there is G in S such that/[G] C (c, d). Because § is
closed under finite intersections, it then follows that any Il(w V /^neighbourhood of
a intersects e[G], for some G in §, as required.
(2) Let Q be a II/-neighbourhood of a. By Proposition 2, there is a {0,1}-valued

function/: (X,T)-*iJ,u)
such that:
(i) trf [1] is a II/-neighbourhood of a and

iii)r[l]Ce-[Ô].
Now af= 1, so there is G in S on which / is 1. Let h be such that h = 0 on G, h = 1
on X — G. Then h: iX,T)

-» (/, u) is continuous and ah = 0. Now P = ■nk[0] is a

II«-neighbourhood of a and e"~[P] = h" [0] = /*" [1] C e" [Q], so that P n e[X] C
Q n e[X], as required.
Notation. Let a denote the map § i-> a defined above. For the inverse map we have
Proposition
f

5. Let a E y*[e[ X]] in the product (/, u, if. Let § consist of all sets

[0], where f: iX,T)

-» (/, u) is continuous,

{0, l}-valued

and ay = 0. Then § is an

open ultrafilter.
Proof. Because a is in the II«-closure of e[X], § is a filter base of open sets. To
see that § is an open ultrafilter, let G be an open set in X which is not in §. We show
that there is G, in § which is disjoint from G. Let / = 0 on G and f — I on X — G.
Then/is {0, l}-valued and/: (X, T) -> (J, u) so that af = 1 (because G G §)■ Thus
Q = -ny [1] is a û /-neighbourhood of a. By our assumption on a, there is a
II«-neighbourhood J° of a such that e*" [P] C e*" [£)]. By Proposition 1, there is a

{0, l}-valued function h: iX, T) - (/, u) such that aA = 0 and /T [0] C e~~[P\
Hence /T [0] C e*~[Q] = f" [1], so that /A [0] and G (=/*" [0]) are disjoint. But
/A [0] is in S, by definition of S, and the proof is complete.
Notation. Let p denote the map ah*§ defined above.
Proposition

6. p ° a = l9x a//¿/ a ° p = l7.[e[jy]].

Proof. (1) Given an open ultrafilter §, let a — a(S). Consider G G S, let/ = 0 on

G, / = 1 on X - G. Then / is {0,1 }-valued and / G C. Now af = 0, by definition of
a, so/*" [0] is in p(a). Hence § E p(a). Because § and p(a) are ultrafilters of open
sets, we have § = p(a).

__—__
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(2) Given a in y*[e[X]], let § = ¡i(a) and let ß = o(§). If ß ¥= a, then ßf ^ a, for
some/in C. Suppose yfy< af then there is h in C, (0,1}-valued such that h = 0 on
ßf, h= I on ay. By Lemma 1, ßho/^ «(/¡y) = 0. Because a and ß are in the
II(k V u)-closure of e[X] and h ° /is {0, l}-valued, it follows that 0 = ßh „ / < aA„ ¡

= 1. Let k —h ° f. Now ßk = 0 implies A:""[0] G §, otherwise k = 1 on some
member of § so that i-lim k*[@] = 1; also -n^ [1] is a [[/-neighbourhood of a, so there
is a II «-neighbourhood of F of a such that e*"[F] C &*"[1]. By Proposition 1, there

is a (0, l}-valued g: (X, T) -* (7, w) such that ag = 0 and g*~[0] C e~ [V]. But then
g*~[0] is in §, by definition of p. This is impossible because g*~[0] E k*~[1] and
fc*~[0] is already in §. An analogous argument shows that af < ßf is impossible. Thus
a = ß, as required.
Finally, the continuity of o and p. Let «* denote the relativized II«-topology on

y*[e[A']] inherited from (/, uf.
Proposition

7. a: iOX, T*) -> iy*[e[X]], «*), p: iy*[e[X]], u*) - idX, T*) are

both continuous.

We omit the routine proof.
As an immediate consequence of the above we have

Proposition

8. iOX, T*) and iy*[e[X]], «*) are homeomorphic.

Corollary.

X is a zero dimensional compact T2 space iff e[X] is y *-closed in

(J, u, If.
The special case of Proposition 8 corresponding to J = {0,1} was proved in [4]
with a somewhat simpler argument corresponding to the simple structure of {0,1}
compared to [0,1]. It is interesting to observe that OX is essentially y*[e[ X]] whether
we consider Ic<-X-'^or DCiX-D).
4.2 The characterization of §X.

Definition

2. Let iX, P,Q) be a bitopological space and A EX. Let y0*[/l]

consist of all points a in y*[^4] such that
(hi) For every x in A, there is a P-neighbourhood

of x which misses a.

A set A is y^-closed if y¡*[A] C A.
Proposition

9. Let § be an open ultrafilter on X. § does not converge in X if and

only if aie) E y0*[e[Ar]]in (/, u, If.
Proof. Suppose § does not converge to any point X. Given x, there is an open set
G0 containing x which is not §. Let h: (X, T) -> ( J, u) be such that h = 0 on G and
h = 1 on X — G. Then af = 1, since / = 1 on some member of %. Hence -vf [0] is a
II«-neighbourhood
of e(x) which misses a. Conversely, suppose a = a(S) G
Y*[e,[A']]- Given x in X, there is a II«-neighbourhood of e(x) which misses a, by
definition of y*. Now (/, u, I) is pairwise regular, hence, so is (7, u, If [6], so that
there is a II /-neighbourhood Q of a which misses e(x). By Proposition 2 there is a
(0, l}-valued function g: iX,T) -> (7, u) such that ag = 1 and g"~[l] C e" [Q].
Now ag = 1 implies g = 1 on some member of §, and e(x) & Q shows that g" [0] is
a neighbourhood of x. Hence § does not converge to x.
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The Fomin extension a(A") of a Hausdorff space (see [5]) is also meaningful for
general topological spaces: ox = X U Xv , where Xw consists of all free open
ultrafilters on X and the neighbourhood system of a point of oX D X is its
neighbourhood system in X, whereas a basic neighbourhood of p G Xv is G* =
{p E oX\ G Ep, where Gis open in A'}.
We can now materialize a promise made in [10].
Proposition
10. The Fomin extension o(X) is homeomorphic to e[X] U Yo^A"]]
with the relative topology inherited from (J, uf.
Corollary.

X is almost compact if and only if e[X] is y<*-closed in the product

(A u, If.
Note. We refer to a space as almost compact if every open ultrafilter converges
(without necessarily being a Hausdorff space).
Proposition 10 and its corollary raise the question of replacing the "canonical"
product Jc by an arbitrary product of copies of J in the characterization of almost
compactness. The following example shows that an infinite discrete space, which is
clearly not //-closed, can be y^-closed in a suitable product of copies of the two

point space D = {0,1}.
Example. Let X denote the integers with the discrete topology. Clearly, X is not
//-closed. Consider the product (D, w)A, where A consists of all continuous functions/,: (X, T) - (D, u) such that

f„im) = 0 iln = m,

fn(m) = 1 if n¥=m.

The product map e: ( X, T) -» (Z), «)A is continuous, one-to-one and separates
points and closed sets, so that X and e[A"] are homeomorphic. Observe that the
II«-closure of e[X] in the product consists of e[A"] and the point a, all of whose
coordinates are 1: for suppose ß is in the II «-closure of e[A"] with at least one
coordinate equal to zero, iif(ß) = 0, say. Then irT [0] n e[A"] is the singleton
{e(n)}, so that ß can have at most one coordinate equal to zero. Thus ß = e(n). But
a is not in y*[e[ A']] because (ii) in the definition of y* fails. Thus y*[e[ A"]]is empty,
so that e[ X] is y*-closed and y^-closed, as well.
4.3 The characterization of u( X). We have shown that the free open ultrafilters on
X are the points a in y*[e[Ar]] which are Il/-separated from points in e[X] in the
sense that for every x in X there is a II/-neighbourhood of a which does not contain
e(x). Thus the convergent open ultrafilters on X correspond to points which cannot
be separated from all the points of e[X].

Definition 3. Let A c (X, P, Q). Let y^[A] be the subset of y*[A] consisting of
all points a such that
(hi)' There is x in A such that every P-neighbourhood of x contains a.
Note, (hi)' is equivalent to the requirement that cl^a n A ¥= 0, i.e. that a is in the
P*-closure of A (in the sense of [11]).
Proposition

11. Let § be an open ultrafilter on X. § converges if and only if

o(§) Ey&MX]] in (J,u, If.

embedding characterization
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Proof. Suppose § converges to x. Let a E a(@). Let P be an II«-neighbourhood of
e(x). By Proposition 1 there is a (0, l}-valued g: (A", T) -» (/, u) such that e(x) E
ir~ [0] C P. But g*~[0] G § and ag = 0 (since g[G] = 0 for some G in (?). Hence
a G P.
Conversely, suppose a = a(S) is in y^)[e[A']]. Let e(x) E clP(a) D e[X]. A basic
neighbourhood of x is of the form g*"[0], where g: (A", T) -* (J, u) is {0,1 }-valued.
For such a neighbourhood, -ng [0] is a II«-neighbourhood of e(x), so that ag = 0, by
our assumption on a. Thus i-lim g*[Q] = 0, so that g*~[0] is in ë. Hence S converges
to x.
Corollary.
(uX, T*) is homeomorphic to yQ0[e[X]] with the relative topology
inherited from the product (J, uf.
5. Almost compact spaces and maximal separation properties. In [2] Frolik and Liu
characterized //-closed T2 spaces as maximal separated spaces in their closure in the
canonical product (/, uf((X'T),(l' u)\ An analogous characterization was obtained by
K. Halpin [4] where (/, u) is replaced by the simpler (D,u). In this section we
present a unified proof of both of these results together with a generalization to
spaces which are not necessarily separated.
Definition 4. Let A"be a toplogical space and A C X. A is said to be relatively
separated with respect to X if for every a E A and x E X — A there is a neighbourhood of a and a neighbourhood of x which do not intersect.
Note. This notation of relative separation is closely related to Liu's notion of "T2
except for A " [7] but it does not require that X — A be a T2 space.

Proposition

12. Let X be a topological space. The following are equivalent:

(1) X is almost compact.

(2) e[ A"] is maximal relatively separated with respect to the üu-closure of e[X] in

(J, uf.
(3) e[X] is maximal relatively separated with respect to the II(« V l)-closure of e[X]

in(J,uf.
(4) e[A'] is maximal relatively separated in e[X] U y*[e[A"]] C (/, uf.

Proof. (1) ^(2). Suppose a E cl[e[A"]] - e[X] and that e[A"] is relatively separated in e[X] U {a}. The sets e*~[V], where F is a II«-open neighbourhood of a,
form an open filter base F in X. Let x be an adherence point of F. By our
assumption, there is a II«-neighbourhood W of e[x] which is disjoint from the
neighbourhood V of a. But then e*"[IF] is a neighbourhood of x which is disjoint
from e*~[V] in F, which is impossible.

(2) =»(3) and (3) =»(4) are clear.
(4) =>(1). Suppose X is not almost compact. Then there is an open filter § on X
which does not converge. Let a = a(§), then a E y*[e[X]] by Proposition 4. We
now show that e[A"] is relatively separated in e[X] U {a} which contradicts (4) and
completes the proof. Given x E X, there are disjoint open sets G0 and G, such that
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x E G0, G, G g. Let f: (X, T) -» (J, u) be such that /0 = 0 on G0, f0 = 1 off G0;
/, = 0 on G,, /, = 1 off G,. Now vfo [0] n («>[*] U («}) is a neighbourhood of e(x)
and 77^ [0] n (e[ A'] U {a}) is a disjoint neighbourhood of a, as required.
When A' is T2, it is possible to sharpen the characterization of //-closed spaces

given by Frolik and Liu [2] (/ = [0,1]) and by K. Halpin [4] (/ = {0,1}). Our
characterization

is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 12.

Proposition
13. Let X be a T2 space. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is H-closed.
(2) e[ A"] is maximal T2 in its closure in (/, uf.
(3) e[A"] is maximal T2 in its II(m V l)-closure in (/, uf.

(4) e[X] is maximal T2 in e[X] U y*[e[X]] in (/, uf.
6. //-closed extensions in the canonical product. Suppose X is not almost compact.
We have seen that e[A"] is not a maximal relatively separated subspace of its closure
in the canonical product. However, Zorn's lemma shows that there is a subspace of
the closure of e[X], which contains e[ A"]and is maximally separated in its closure in
the product. Let us call such a space (w( A"), «*), where u* denotes the restriction of
the product topology on (/, uf to miX).
Proposition

14. (w(A"), u*) is almost compact.

Proof. Let g, be an open ultrafilter on miX). g, determines an open ultrafilter g0
on e[A"] consisting of all open sets G D e[A"], G G g,. Then g = e*~[§0] is an open
ultrafilter on X. Let a = a(g) be the point in the canonical product determined by §.
We now show that S, converges to a, which is in the Il(« V /)-closure of e[ A"]. Let V
he a basic II «-neighbourhood
of a. By Proposition 1, there is a {0,1}-valued

/: iX,T) ^iJ.u)
such that V=wf[0].
By definition of a, it follows that
e" [irf [0]] =A[0] G g. Hence trf [0] C\e[X]E %, so that vf [0] G g,. Thus g,
converges to a. Finally, a must be in miX), otherwise e[X] is a relatively separated
subspace of w(A") U {a} (as is easily checked), contradicting the maximality of

miX).
It is interesting that the Fomin extension of a T2 space is amongst one of these
maximal T2 subspaces of the product (/, uf.
Proposition
15. The Fomin extension aX of a T2 space X is a maximal T2 subspace
of the closure of e[X] in the product (/, uf.
Proof. By Proposition 10, a(A') is homeomorphic to e[A"] U yr?[e[Ar]] = w(A').
Suppose m(Ar) is not a maximal T2 subspace of the II «-closure of e[X] in (/, uf.
Then there is a in the üw-closure of e[X] such that w(A") U {a} (# miX)) is a T2

subspace of (7, uf. Now a determines an open filter g0 consisting of all sets e*~[V]
where F is a û «-neighbourhood of a. Let g be an open ultrafilter which contains g0.
Because e[ A"] U {a} is T2, it follows that g does not converge in X. Hence ß = a(g)
is in Yo[e[ A*]].But every II«-neighbourhood of a contains ß: For suppose <nf [0, c) is
a subbasic neighbourhood of a which does not contain ß. Then IA(ß) =
i-lim(/*[g]) 3* c. Let d be such that trAa) < d < c, then there is G in g such that
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f[G] E id, oo). But e*~[irf [0, d)] is in g0 and is disjoint from G, which is impossible. Thus w(A') U {a) is not even Tx, contrary to our assumption.

7. Almost realcompactness. Let k be an infinite cardinal. A filter g is said to have
the K-intersection property if every subcollection of fewer than k members of g has
nonempty intersection. A space X is K-almost compact if whenever g is an open
ultrafilter such that the family of closures of its members has the K-intersection
property then g converges. It is possible to extend the previous results to characterize
K-almost compactness. However we have not been able to find, for k > S,, a space JK
such that X is K-almost compact if and only if e[X] is maximal T2 in its closure in
the product iJK, u)C(X'J') when X is T2.
For k = K,, Frolik [1] has called the resulting K-almost compact space, almost
realcompact. These spaces have been characterized as follows: a T2 space A"is almost
realcompact if and only if e[ A"]is maximal T2 in its closure in the canonical product
(J, uf. The case J = R+ was proved by Frolik and Liu [2] and the case / = N+ by
K. Halpin [4]. In this section, we shall again give a unified proof of both these
characterizations and extend these results by dropping the requirement that A"be a
T2 space.
In what follows let Jx = N+ or R+ , and let C, denote the set of continuous

functions/: (AT,T) -» (/,, u).
Proposition
3'. Let f: iX, T) -» (/,, u) be a continuous map and g an open
ultrafilter with the countable closed intersection property. Then f is bounded on some
member of % and (/[G] | G G g} converges in the u V l-topology for Jx.

Proof. We first show that / must be bounded on some member of §. The result
then follows from Proposition 3. Suppose / is not bounded on any member of g.

Then, for each n = 1,2,3,..., there is G„ G g such that /*" [0, n) n G„ = 0. Let
x G Pi {G„| n = 1,2,... }. Let N be an integer larger than flx). Then /*" [0, N) n
GN ¥= 0 (since x E GN), which is a contradiction.
Note. Proposition 3' is Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 of [3]. We give our proof because
it is more direct.
Proposition
5'. Let a G y*[e[A']] in (/,, w, lf<. Let g consist of all sets f" [0],
where f: (X, T) -* (/, u) is continuous, {0,1 )-valued and af = 0. Then g is an open
ultrafilter with the countable closed intersection property.

Proof. Proposition 5 establishes that g is an open ultrafilter. To show that it has
the countable closed intersection property, suppose, on the contrary, that there are

sets G„ in g such that G, D G2 D • ■• D GnD ■■■ and D {G„| n = 1,2,... } = 0.
Define/: X-»/, by/(x) = inf{n|x £ G„}. Clearly,/: (A", T) -» (/,, u) is continuous. Suppose af = m, then a(fVm)_m = 0 (by an extension of Lemma 2). By the
definition of g, we have ((/ V m) - m)^[0] = /*" [0, m] is in g. Now, g is a filter, so
there is jc G /*" [0, m] D Gm, which is impossible because x E Gm implies flx) > m.
Notation. Let a' denote the map from y*[e[Jf]] onto the open ultrafilters on X
with the countable closed intersection property. The space of open ultrafilters with
the countable closed intersection property regarded as a subspace of OiX) will be

denoted by 0\ X).
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Proposition

8'. (0'( A"), T*) and (y*[e[ X]], u*) are homeomorphic.

Proposition
9'. Let g be an open ultrafilter on X with the countable closed
intersection property, g does not converge if and only //a'(g) G y*[e[ X]] in (/„ u, If'.
There is an almost realcompact analogue of the Fomin extension, a'X, which is a
subspace of the Fomin extension aX = X U Xv consisting of X and all nonconvergent open ultrafilters on X with the countable closed intersection property. It is easy
to prove directly that a'A" is in fact almost realcompact.
In [8], Liu and Strecker studied another almost realcompact extension of a
Hausdorff space which is related to ours as the Katétov extension is to the Fomin
extension.
Proposition

10'. The almost realcompact extension a'X is homeomorphic to e[X]

U Yq[e[ A"]]with the relative topology induced by iJx, uf'.
Corollary.
(/,,«,/)c.

Proposition

X is almost realcompact if and only if e[ X] is yfi-closed in the product

12'. Let X be a topological space. The following are equivalent:

il) Xis almost realcompact.
(2) e[ A"] is maximal relatively separated in its Uu-closure in the product (/„ uf'.
(3) e[X] is maximal relatively separated in its ri(w V l)-closure in the product

(Jx,uf'.
(4) e[A"] is maximal relatively separated in e[X] U y*[e[A']] in the product (/,, uf'.

Proof. In view of Proposition 12, the only implication that requires justification is
(1) ^(2). Assume X is almost realcompact and suppose there is a in II «-closure
[efA"]] — e[A"] such that e[A"] relatively separated in e[A"] U {a}. As in Proposition
12, let Vrbe the open filter of sets e~~[V] where F is a II«-neighbourhood of a. Let g
be an open ultrafilter containing 'S. We establish the (remarkable) fact that g has the
countable closed intersection property, and the proof then proceeds as in Proposition 12, (1)=>(2). Suppose g does not have the countable closed intersection
property. Let G, D G2D ■•• D G„D ■■■ be sets in g whose closures have an empty
intersection. As in Proposition 5', there is /: (X,T) -* (/,, u) given by flx) =
inî{n \x G G„). Suppose af- m. Then V= wAO, m+ I) is a neighbourhood of a, so

that/~[0,

m+ l) = e*~[F] is in °J. This is impossible, since/*" [0, m+ 1) n G„,= 0.

Proposition
13'. Let X be a T2 space. The following are equivalent:
( 1) X is almost realcompact.
(2) e[X] is maximal T2 in its closure in (/,, uf].

(3) e[X] is maximal T2in its ri(w V l)-closure in (./,, uf'.
(4) e[A"] is maximal T2 in e[X] U y*[e[A"]] in (/„ uf'.
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